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First Tuesday of each month, March through November

HIGH SUMMER GREETINGS

E.VERYBODY

Weare now entering the hottest part of the summer and we are probably feeling somewhat lethargic.
Guess what-- so are our hibiscus! They are grumbling (wilting, refusing to bloom, dropping yellow leaves
etc.) in spite of the fact that we give them a cooling bath every day. Did you know that some stubborn
varieties absolutely refuse to bloom during the "hot" season? It is true. Have no fear-by October, when the
weather starts cooling down, there will be a race among your hibiscus to see who can produce the most --as
well as the most beautiful-- blooms for you.
I am sure that all of us who were fortunate enough to attend the meeting/social at B.uddy Short's
lovely home for our July meeting will agree that "a good time was passed by all." Buddy gave us a concise
and informative presentation laced generously with humor on the basic needs of and information on how to
care for your newly acquired hibiscus. Thank you, Buddy, for the entertaining presentation and the
refreshing change in venue. Thanks also go out to Mattie and Jack Hudson for the savory repast that they
nrrnl111prj for the occasion and thanks also to ,/can Hcbcrt.Phyllis
B'HH!n.',m:..:, and Li;uban
unexpected, oeucious, sweet treats that they provided to
this summer extravaganza.
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~ made of our entire show. For those of you who participated, you will enjoy remembering the various stages of
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The August refreshments will be provided by the delightful trio of fhmnk B·rmrH'{m;:n (mom),
'" Bonnie Sclw·efi1cr (daughter), and SandI Schoctflcr (mom-in-law). How much better does it get than this!
~"
~ DI'. Kirk Crane (no relation) will provide the drinks.
The ,\
auction is upon us. Start your search throughout your home for those items that are
ready to bring pleasure to another person in another home. The items that you collect need not be hibiscus
related; I suspect that most of you will be reluctant to part with anything that might be related to hibiscus.
Who knows, an old hibiscus shirt might help bring in a hefty sum to our club. Come one, come all, and haul
in those items! The greater the number of items, the greater the variety, the more fun we will have with Kevin
Russo presiding as our auctioneer par excellence.
Also this month, we have another treat for our club members. Father
president of the New
Orleans Chapter, and his members have invited our entire chapter as well as the Baton Rouge Red Stick
Chapter for an afternoon ice-cream ~":/ldal at Longue Vue Gardens in New Orleans on Sunday, August 19,
from 2:00 to 4 ;00 1','.1. This should be a delightful experience for all of us, particularly our new members.
Father is considering conducting a mini, non-sanctioned flower show to introduce all of our new and some
reticent members to the step-by-step procedure of preparing and participating in a show. BRING YOUR
BLOOMS.
This will give you the opportunity to meet some of the most delightful people in Louisiana from the
other two Louisiana chapters, and get an idea of what plants you would like to have grafted in the fall. I am
really hoping that many of you will join us for this fun event; some may want to ride with those of us who are
driving or follow us in a caravan. This might be the first of many social events for our collective clubs. I, for
orie. cannot wa it l
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For' September's meeting, we might consider having a flOwer arranging competition.
Members would be divided into small groups. Just an idea: Eachgr()UIlWoilld be given a number of
blooms and a category to work with. Do YOU have a~ysuggestiol1F.,prey ~re welcomed.
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Also in September, I will need three volunteers to polloUJ':'ehtire membershipfor our coming
election of officers and one board member in Octoberfor the 2098 year. These three members will
ask, cajole, and strong-ami the general membershiptorun
forthevafiousoffices.
As the retiring
president, I will be serving a one year term on the board. Weare so'ver'y;:-'Juckyto have so many
competent and qualified people to hold these positions for, the '()8Y~ilr. The electionitself will be"
held at the October meeting.
We will have an unexpected treat at our September meetlllg>(;~lar~_eJ1e'liof¢t,i an artist who
loves hibiscus and enjoys painting them, will drop by. 1haveaskeciher'tol?ring
some'()f her 311 work .
to our meeting; this should be a visually pleasing experience rdr iallof-u.§(i";~s:"/
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Several of you asked me about the small braided plants with red or orange blooms that you
,~ purchased from Mr. Dupont at Festival des Fleurs (he does not remember the name). He still has some of
~ those plants which have "grown up" in the interim; they are in 10" pots now. I believe he has about ten of
those plants, along with five pots of "Sweet Pink" that never made it to our show, if members would like to
purchase them. As a reminder, our former president still has plenty of plants to sell; I will have a list of
those plants available for you at the meeting. If any of you are interested, please let me know at the
~ meeting. For Mr. Dupont's plants, I will drive to Plaquemine and get them; for Rick's plants, Buddy will
handle the sales.
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I have not yet put in an order for show shirts. I am giving an opportunity to our newest members to
~ sign up so all of you can be ready to "dress up" in your show shirts for our first official event of the '08 year
Festival des Fleurs. The yellow show shirt sheet will be available for anyhonewho .wi;hes a ShCirhrt..
Sign
up now. This will be my last call before I place an order. I hope to have t e shirts In lor our
ist mas
party.
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More than enough said by me. Now it is time to read on about the fascinating life Buddy leads in
his hibiscus plant world, before you wander out to tend to your own lovely plants.
Hope to see all of you on the 7th.
Sandra
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B looms and Things
I am constantly asked for suggestions on how best to combat yellow leaves. My simple reply is normally,
"it's probably just a natural occurrence and nothing to be concerned about."
In my opinion, the following article is the best advice available on the issue of "Yellow Leaves";
Keep it for future reference ... --Buddy

Hidden Valley Hibiscus discusses: Yellow Leaves on Hibiscus
"Help! The leaves on my hibiscus plant are turning yel/ow. What's wrong with it?"
Don't panic, yellow leaves on hibiscus are normal. They look like something is wrong, but they are
usually just a waming, a call for attention, and not a sign of impending death.
Hibiscus leaves turn yellow and drop from the plant due to stress. The stress can be of any type, and
figuring out what kind of stress is the challenge for the gardener. We cannot tell you exactly what is
wrong with the plant without knowing a lot more than you are likely to be able to tell us. YOU have to
think about it, and when you are pretty sure you have determined the cause, then you can take action to
relieve the stress on your hibiscus. This article is intended to help you figure it out what is wrong.
Stresses that can cause yellow leaves on hibiscus include:
1. Not Enough Water

In warm conditions hibiscus need a lot of water, even every day or more than once a day ifit's really hot
or windy. Self-watering pots can be an excellent way to avoid this type of stress. A watering system
controlled by a timer is another way for gardens with large numbers of plants. ·'at our current
temperatures this is

your

reason.

2. Too Much Water

Yes, hibiscus can also be given too much water when the weather is cool or overcast. Hibiscus like to be
moist but not sopping wet and if they don't need the water due to cold or dark conditions then too much .
will stress the root system. "watch this area once our temperatures start to cool off They wi!! not' require
as much weter.

3. Too Hot

This is related to water but please take note on super hot summer days that hibiscus will need lots of
water to keep all the big lush leaves well supplied. If they don't get enough they react by dropping leaves
(that tum yellow first) so that they don't need as much water. ... *move your plants if possible to get some
eiternoon shade.
4. Too Cold

Hibiscus are tropical plants that thrive in the same temperatures that people like - 65 to 85F. Like us, they
will survive, but they will not like temperatures down to freezing and up to 1IOF. If they get too cold or
are placed in a cold drafty window, they can react with yellow leaves .. ,. "we'l! talk about this teter.
5. Too Much Direct Sunlight

Hibiscus like sunlight but just as most people like moderate amounts of it so do hibiscus. Too much sun
places stress on hibiscus that are not used to it and they can react with yellow leaves or big white spots on
leaves. The white spots are similar to sunbum on us. They won't kill the plant but will cause it to shed
leaves.

*S2n7~? answer
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6. Too Little Sunlight

Light is the source of life for plants such as hibiscus. If they do not
leaves they will drop some of their leaves (which turn yellow first)
many. However, that means that there is less green chlorophyll left
plant so it may continue to decline until there are only a few leaves

get enough to support all the big lush
so that they don't need to support so
to support the needs of the rest of the
left on the plant.

7. Insects, Particularly Spider Mites
Spider mites are tiny spiders that look like little crabs under magnification. Usually you cannot see
spider mites with the naked eye but do they ever leave a mark on hibiscus leaves! First you may see
mottling ofthe leaves which begin to look dirty and then tired. The underside ofleaves will show marks
made when the mites suck the juices from the leaves. As the infestation gets worse you will see small
spider webs under the leaves and at the top of stems. Leaves will yellow and fall off the plant and the
entire plant will look stressed. If left untreated, spider mites can cause every leaf on the plant to fall. It
takes hibiscus weeks to recover from a bad spider mite-infestation so it is best to take action as soon as
the signs are present. This can involve washing the entire plant in water or better yet, in water with
horticultural oil and soap, such as our Clean Leaf Spray.
8. Too Windy
Most of us do not realize the stress that wind places on plants. Wind dries them out and the result is
yellow leaves.
9. Improper Nutrition or pH
This is a different category and the yellow is a different yellow. The leaves will remain partly green and
partly yellow when there is a nutrition problem. Leaves almost always fall off the plant after turning
solid yellow. If they do not turn completely yellow nor fall off then it is likely that the problem is a lack
of essential nutrients. This can be due to no fertilizer applied or due to a pH level of the soil that is too
high or too low. The leaves do not turn a bright yellow all over if this is the case nor do they drop off.
Such problems can be corrected by using fertilizer and/or amending the soil with substances that will
neutralize the pH. Consult a nursery professional at a local garden center ifthis is the case .... This
should be easy to spot.

10. Pesticide Use
This is not a common problem but overuse of pesticide or using the wrong pesticide or too strong a
pesticide or spraying in the hot sun of mid day can also cause leaf problems. If you have applied
pesticide recently this may be the problem but if you used the same type at the same strength and done
so in morning or evening then it is most likely one of the other stress problems above. . .. watch when
you spray. Morning or evening is best.

Once you have reviewed all the possible problems and decided on a likely source of the stress
the cure is to remove the stress. Sometimes it is already done, as when you have watered thoroughly
after neglecting to do so during a heat wave. There is no saving the yellow leaves that WILL fall offbut
the good news is that hibiscus will quickly grow back new green leaves when the stress is removed.
Sometimes it becomes necessary to prune back a stem that has lost all of its leaves except for a few at
the top. Pruning causes a cascade of plant growth hormones to enter the bare stem and stimulates new
growth on the remaining part of the stem after pruning. This is a final solution if all else fails but it is
best to remove the cause of stress first and to feed and water the plant well since that may be all it will
take to get new growth on your hibiscus.
Yellow leaves are not the worst thing in the world. Sometimes the situation will correct itself,
other times you need to correct the stressful condition. The hibiscus will do its part by reacting to the
improved condition by no longer dropping leaves and often by regrowing new ones to replace any that
were lost. Good luck with your growing and gardening and by all means have fun with it!

Sandra Theall Sandrati1eall({iisprintmaiJ.com
10925 Veterans Memorial Dr. Abbeville, La. 70510
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